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Programme

Thursday, 17 March 2011

09:30-10:00 Registration

10:00-10:30 OPENING

(1) Some opening remarks by Professor Hourong Qin

(2) Opening address by the Chancellor of Nanjing University

Professor Hong Yinxing

(3) Some remarks by Professor Aderemi Oluyomi Kuku

(4) Group photograph

10:30-11:30 Aderemi O.Kuku/ Grambling State University,USA

Farrell-Jones Conjecture andK-Theory of twisted Laurent Series Rings

over Orders and Semisimple Algebras over Number Fields and p-adic

Fields

12:00-14:00 Lunch break

14:30-15:30 Max Karoubi/ Institut de Mathmatiques de Jussieu,Paris, France

Twisted bundles and twisted K-theory

15:40-16:40 Paul Arne Ostvaer/ University of Oslo, Norway

Slices of hermitian K-theory and Milnor’s conjecture on quadratic forms

17:00-18:00 Kejian Xu/ Qingdao University, China

Remarks on Murre’s conjectures about Chow groups

Friday, 18 March 2011

09:00-10:00 Manfred Kolster/ McMaster University, Canada

Higher Class Groups of Orders

10:20-11:20 Thong Nguyen Quang Do/ Département de Mathématiques de

Besancon,France

On Gauss sums and K-groups of rings of integers

12:00-14:00 Lunch break

(Room: Ramada Plaza Yihua Hotel)

14:30-15:30 Frans Keune / University of Nijmegen, Netherland

Routes to Matsumoto’s Theorem
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15:50-16:50 A. Chazad Movahhedi/ Universite de Limoges, France

Tate Kernels and Applications

17:10-17:40 Qingxue Wang/ Fudan University, China

On the Bloch group and CR geometry

Saturday, 19 March 2011

09:00-10:00 Anthony Bak/ University of Bielefeld, Germany

The Geometry of Groups

10:20-11:20 Kevin Hutchinson/ University College Dublin, Ireland

A refined Bloch group and H3 of SL2

11:30-12:00 Jin Cao/ Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Rational K–theories and Differential Graded Algebras

12:00-14:00 Lunch break

(Room: Ramada Plaza Yihua Hotel)

14:00-17:30 Tour to Dr.Sun Yat-sen’s Mausoleum

Sunday, 20 March 2011

09:00-10:00 Masanori Asakura / Hokkaido University, Japan

On image of syntomic regulator on K1

10:20-11:20 Xuejun Guo / Nanjing University, China

Governing fields of the K2OQ(
√
dp)(2) as p varies

12:00-14:00 Lunch break

14:30-15:30 Jerzy Browkin / Institute of Mathematics, Polish Academy of Sciences

Zeta functions and orders of K-groups

15:50-16:50 Piotr Krason/ University of Szczecin, Poland

On arithmetic in Mordell-Weil groups and K0 of curves

17:10-18:10 Xuejun Guo/ Nanjing University, China

Some review of Professor Kuku’s work

18:30 Birthday Dinner in honor of Professor Kuku (hosted by the National

mathematical center, Nigeria)
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Monday, 21 March 2011

09:00-10:00 Paul Frank Baum / Pennsylvania State University, USA

Beyond Ellipticity

10:20-11:20 Guoping Tang / Graduate University of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences, China

On the explicit structure of K2(FpG) for G finite abelian p-groups

11:30-12:00 Yujie Ma/ Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Higher K–theories of Finite Groups and Modular Representation

Theory
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Abstract

On image of syntomic regulator on K1

Masanori Asakura

Abstract: I will discuss the syntomic regulator map on K1 of certain elliptic surfaces

over Qp. A number of explicit computations indicate there is certain symmetric structure

on the image.

The Geometry of Groups

Anthony Bak

Abstract: A group G together with a set of subgroups, which contains the trivial sub-

group and is closed under intersections, is called a geometric group. The aim of this talk is

to describe the covering theory and homotopy theory of geometric groups and to provide

an application of these theories to K-theory and to group presentation theory.

Beyond Ellipticity

Paul Frank Baum

Abstract: K-homology is the dual theory to K-theory. The Baum-Douglas (BD) iso-

morphism of topological and analytic K-homology can be taken as providing a framework

within which the Atiyah-Singer index theorem can be extended to certain non-elliptic

operators. This talk considers a class of non-elliptic differential operators that arise on

compact contact manifolds. These operators have been studied by a number of mathe-

maticians. Working within the BD framework, the index problem will be solved for these

operators. This is joint work with Erik van Erp.

Zeta functions and orders of K-groups

Jerzy Browkin

Abstract: Brauer and Kuroda proved some multiplicative relations between the Dedekind

zeta function of a number field and zeta functions of some of its subfields. Applying these

relations we get some (conjectural) relations between the order of the tame kernel of a

number field and orders of tame kernels of some of its subfields. The example of complex

biquadratic field will be discussed in more detail.
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Rational K–theories and Differential Graded Algebras

Jin Cao

Abstract: For an algebraic or geometric object M , we studied its rational K–theories

with the associated differential graded algebras of M . We calculate the ranks of higher K–

groups of M with its differential graded algebras and generalize Friedlander and Walker’s

work.

On Gauss sums and K-groups of rings of integers

Thong Nguyen Quang Do

Abstract: Let F be a totally real field, p an odd prime and χ a character ofGal(F (µp)/F ).

There are well known conjectures/results - see e.g; Mitchell, Kurihara, etc. for F = Q -

concerning the structure of the modules

K2i−2(On)
χ ⊗ Zp

where On is the ring of integers of the extension F (µpn). Half of this world, when χ and i

have the same parity, is governed by Iwasawa theory : the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture

allows to replace K-groups by etale cohomology groups, which in turn are controlled by

Iwasawa descent. The Main Conjecture (theorem of Mazur-Wiles and Wiles) thus gives

information on the orders of the K-groups in terms of special values of Lp-functions at

negative integers, and on their Galois annihilators in terms of ”twisted” Stickelberger

elements. But the other half of the world, when χ and i have opposite parities, does not

bend to these rules (for F = Q for instance, the conjectures of Mitchell-Kurihara must

appeal to Vandiver’s conjecture, of which we know very little). Our plan is to let Gauss help

Iwasawa in quelling the rebellious provinces. By using reflection theorems (Spiegelung)

and Kato’s and Perrin-Riou’s explicit reciprocity laws, we obtain information on the orders

of the K-groups in terms of special values of Lp-functions at positive integers, and on their

Galois annihilators in terms of ”twisted” Gauss sums.

Governing fields of the K2OQ(
√
dp)(2) as p varies

Xuejun Guo

Abstract: In this paper, we prove the existence of governing fields of the 2-rank and

4-rank of K2OQ(
√
dp) as p varies. If d is divided by some prime p which is congruent to

3 or 5 modulo 8, then we prove that the governing field of the 8-rank of K2OQ(
√
dp) also
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exists. In other cases, we give some evidence to support the existence of the governing

field of the 8-rank of K2OQ(
√
dp).

A refined Bloch group and H3 of SL2

Kevin Hutchinson

Abstract: The Bloch group of a field, which is constructed using the five-term functional

equation of the dilogarithm, arises in a variety of contexts: invaraiants of hyperbolic 3-

manifolds, algebraic K-theory and the homology of GL2. We introduce a ’refined’ version

of the Bloch group. This is a module over the multiplicative group of the field whose

coinvariants give the classical Bloch group. We will show how the refined Bloch group

allows us to calculate hitherto unknown parts of H3 of SL2 of local and global fields.

Twisted bundles and twisted K-theory

Max Karoubi

Abstract: We offer here a more direct approach to twistedK-theory, based on the notion

of twisted vector bundles (of finite or infinite dimension) and of twisted principal bundles.

This is closely related to the classical notion of torsors and bundles of modules over an

algebra bundle. Twisted K-theory is simply defined as the Grothendieck group of twisted

vector bundles (with a given twist). The usual operations on vector bundles (exterior

powers, Adams operations) are easily extended to this twisted framework. Graded twisted

K-theory, which is important for the definition and proof of the Thom isomorphism in this

framework, is defined with the same formalism. We also define a twisted Chern character

with target ”twisted cohomology”. Although there are many definitions of this character

in the literature, our method is more elementary and is based on the classical definitions

of the Chern-Weil theory, via connections and curvatures. In this way, we get explicit

formulas very much in the spirit of Steenrod’s coordinate bundles.

Routes to Matsumoto’s Theorem

Frans Keune

abstract: Matsumoto’s Theorem is part of classical algebraic K-theory. There are two

types of proof. Both are quite technical; a lot of matrix computation is needed. One

(Matsumoto’s) is based on the Bruhat decompostion of matrices over a field, the other

(my proof) uses Bass’ computation of relative reciprocities on a Dedekind domain together
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with reciprocity in the Milnor ring. With higher K-theory as starting point the proof can

be short. The main effort then lies in setting up K-theory and the identification of its

lower part with the classical theory.

Higher Class Groups of Orders

Manfred Kolster

Abstract: Given an arithmetic order in a semi-simple algebra A we consider higher class

groups attached to the order. These groups are finite by a result of Kuku, and in an old

result with Laubenbacher we showed that for odd higher class groups p-torsion is only

possible if the localization of the order at a p-adic prime is not maximal. In a series of

papers Guo and Kuku showed a similar result for the even class groups for certain families

of orders. However, by a result of Guo, it is possible that an order has additonal p-torsion

for primes p, which divide the dimension of the algebra A. In the talk we will survey the

results and the techniques used.

On arithmetic in Mordell-Weil groups and K0 of curves

Piotr Krason

Abstract: We will describe the problem of detecting linear dependence of points in

Mordell-Weil groups A(F ) of abelian varieties. This is done via reduction maps. We

determine the sufficient conditions for the reduction maps to detect linear dependence

in A(F ). We also show that our conditons are very close to be or perhaps are the best

possible. In particular we try to determine the conditions for detecting linear dependence

in Mordell-Weil groups via finite number of reductions. The methods combine applications

of transcedental, l-adic and mod v techniques. Note that if C/F is a projective curve

defined over a number field F then K0(C/F ) = Z⊕ Z⊕ Pic0C(F ). and A = Pic0C is an

abelian variety. In particular for elliptic curves we have: K0(E/F ) = Z⊕ Z⊕ E(F ).

Farrell-Jones Conjecture and K-Theory of twisted Laurent Series Rings over

Orders and Semisimple Algebras over Number Fields and p-adic Fields

Aderemi KuKu

Abstract: In this talk, we first provide a precise formulation of Farrell-Jones conjecture

which says roughly that K-theory of an arbitrary discrete group H should have as building

blocks the K-theory of virtually cyclic subroups of H, which by definition are either finite
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or virtually infinite cyclic. Virtually infinite cycling groups V are of two types–namely

(1) the group V which admits an epimorphism (with finite kernel)to the infinite cyclic

group T =< t > and (2) the group V which admits an epimorphism (with finite kernel)

to the infinite dihedral group.. The talk then concentrates on presenting computations

of Higher K-Theory (including Nil groups); Profinite (continuous) Higher K-theory and

negative K-theory of twisted Laurent series rings over orders and semi-simple algebras

over number and p-adic fields which translate into such theories for grouprings of virtually

infinite cyclic groups of type (1) over integers in number fields and p-adic fields. We also

present computations the Nil Groups of group rings of virtually infinite cyclic groups of

type (2) over integers in number fields and p-adic fields..

Higher K–theories of Finite Groups and Modular Representation Theory

Yujie Ma

Abstract: Let G be a finite group, we define higher K–theories Kτ
n(G) for G. In this

setting, a finite group G is not treated as a groupoid Cas a category with the single object

a and HomC(a, a) = G, but a finite category which reflects lots of information of G and

its modular representation theory. The higher K–theories have nice properties with which

we can deduce results for finite group theory and modular representation theory.

Tate Kernels and Applications

A. Chazad Movahhedi

Abstract: Let F be a number field and p an odd prime number. When F contains a

primitive p-th root of unity ζp, the classical Tate kernel consists of the group of non-zero

elements a ∈ F ∗ such that a, ζp = 1 in K2F . I first give a norm index formula for a

”generalized” Tate kernel in a p-extension. Then I explain how it allows to bring answers

to a question of B. Kahn concerning lower bounds for the order of the kernel and the

cokernel of the natural going up maps for even K-groups. This is a joint work with J.

Assim.

Slices of hermitian K-theory and Milnor’s conjecture on quadratic forms

Paul Arne Ostvaer
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Abstract: We compute the motivic slices of hermitian K-theory and Witt-theory. This

leads to spectral sequences relating motivic cohomology to hermitian K-groups and Witt-

groups. We use this to prove Milnor’s conjecture on quadratic forms. Joint work with

Oliver Rondigs.

On the explicit structure of K2(FpG) for G finite abelian p-groups

Guoping Tang

Abstract: Let Fp be a finite field with p a prime number and G a finite abelian p-group.

The explicit structure of K2(FpG) are determined and in particular one of its basis is

constructed. By a direct consequence of our results it is shown that K2(FpG) is not an

elementary abelian p-group when the p2-rank of G is greater than 1.

On the Bloch group and CR geometry

Qingxue Wang

Abstract: We’ll discuss a combinatorial invariant for Spherical CR structures which

involves a cross-ratio of 4 generic points on 3-sphere and the Bloch groups of complex

numbers and number fields. This is a joint work with E. Falbel.

Remarks on Murre’s conjectures about Chow groups

Kejian Xu

Abstract: In this talk, at first we give a brief introduction to the theory of motives as

well as Murre’s conjectures about Chow groups. Then we present some remarks on Murre’s

conjectures for certain product varieties. In particular, for k being an algebraically closed

field of characteristic 0, we prove that if X is an elliptic modular threefold and C is an

irreducible projective smooth curve over k, then Murre’s conjecture(B) is true for X ×C.
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